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We all know 

what pain is, 

right?
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My talk in a nutshell:

1. Pain prevents injury & promotes recovery.

2. Persisting pain becomes over-protective, 
preventing recovery and decreasing your health.

3. There are always many factors that change 
pain.

4. There are many things you can do to reduce 
pain, promote recovery and increase health.



But first, what do 

you reckon?
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‘Pain message’

‘Pain centre/detector’

‘Pain’

‘Pain relay station’
‘Pain gate’

‘Pain receptor/damage detector’



‘Old view’

‘Pain is produced in 
the body by 
damaged tissue, 
sending a pain 
message to the 
brain, which is 
detected by you, 
the person’



‘Old view’

Simple



‘Old view’

Simple

Presumes that pain 
is the exception to 
biological rules



Such a 
system 
would 
actually be 
disastrous & 
daft





Our 
experiences 
actually do 
not match 
this idea.
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Protection 
meter
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Adrenaline Inflammation

Muscles

Feelings: pain, hunger, fear, anxiety

Protection 
meter
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Very very complex

AMAZING 
protection system

All incoming 
information & 
stored data

Many factors 
change pain



All this

Can be summarized 
into an in-built real 
time body 
protection buffer.
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This is how….

1. Pain prevents injury & promotes recovery.
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Just like….

Many factors 
change vision









Visual input changes pain.



-20ºC probe

Moseley & Arntz 2007  PAIN

Very cold (-

20ºC) stimulus 

associated 

with a red or a 

blue light

Many factors 
change pain



Show a red light, which 

means HOT

-20ºC probe
“hot”

Moseley & Arntz 2007  PAIN



Show a blue light, which 

means COLD

-20ºC probe
“cold”

Moseley & Arntz 2007  PAIN



**Always the same stimulus

0

5
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Red light Blue 

light

Pain

Moseley & Arntz 2007  PAIN



All sensory inputs can 
change pain.
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Bartolo et al., 2013 PAIN

Size of 
withdrawal 

reflex

‘Fart spray’



Any input at all can 
change pain.
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Anything that suggests you 

need protecting 

increases pain.

Anything that suggests you don’t 

decreases pain.



In violinists, which hand would 

be more protected by our inbuilt 

amazing pain system?

Why?



In violinists, 

fingers on their 

left hand are more 

sensitive than 

fingers on their 

right hand.

Butler & Moseley 2013 Explain Pain

Moseley et al 2006 University of Oxford



In violinists, 

fingers on their 

left hand are more 

sensitive than 

fingers on their 

right hand.

Butler & Moseley 2013 Explain Pain

Moseley et al 2006 University of Oxford

The event is the same, but the 

risk is different



Pain

Injury

0

10

Tiny Catastrophic

You squeezing your own 

finger

A friend squeezing your finger

A stranger squeezing your 

finger

Imagine these three scenarios - the 

event is the same

?
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Explain Pain Handbook: Protectometer

genetics
thoughts
activities 

beliefs 
people 

tissue health
places 

stressors 
exercise 

food
drink

air
sleep  



My talk in a nutshell:

1. Pain prevents injury & promotes recovery.

2. Persisting pain becomes over-protective, 
preventing recovery and decreasing your health.

3. There are always many factors that change 
pain.



‘Modern view’

Very very complex

AMAZING 
protection system

Many factors 
change pain

Therefore, many 
strategies can 
change it back.



Moseley & Butler 2015

Explain Pain Handbook: Protectometer

genetics
thoughts
activities 

beliefs 
people 

tissue health
places 

stressors 
exercise 

food
drink

air
sleep



www.painrevoluton.org

www.tamethebeast.org


